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Koehler Books, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When handsome American traveler Gary
Stevens arrives in the international vacation paradise of Dubai, he stumbles into a class warfare
that pits monarchs of the fast-developing nation against an army of immigrant laborers. After a
poor Indian worker falls to his death at one of the hundreds of new construction sites in the United
Arab Emirates city, an Egyptian revolutionary decides to strike back in defense of the powerless. He
recruits a following of passionate and loyal men to carry out his plans of vengeance against the
hasty, exploitative business practices of a young Emirati developer. The men seize an international
hotel, endangering hundreds of foreign families and tourists who are held hostage. Unsuspecting
Gary Stevens, who befriends a beautiful Jordanian woman, is forced to become a hero. The
empathetic and military-trained native of Louisville, Kentucky--who lost his own mother and best
friend to criminal acts--feels compelled to fight for international justice in an action-packed rescue
mission.
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Merely no words and phrases to explain. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this created e publication. I am quickly will get a satisfaction
of studying a created ebook.
-- Cleta  Doyle-- Cleta  Doyle

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS
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